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"If nothing bad happens you don't have good story to tell."
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To Do List:
We're sorry, but something went wrong.

We've been notified about this issue and we'll take a look at it shortly.
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ERR_CONNECTION_TIMED_OUT
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Assumptions
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Try, Try Again
<Ispot> no
<FraUK> hi there
<Ispot> its running a proper UT220 emulator
<k-d> hm, that's good
<k-d> I remember using AGaTe sometimes
<oscar23> WOOT OFF! Current woot: http://www.woot.com Diamond Tek
X-Cessive Distance Golf Balls - 15-Pack $9.99
>InvisiblePinkUnicorn> grr. why the hell do power supply spec
sheets not list how many molex and SATA connectors they
have??
<Sigma-One> hmm, this is neat. winamp 5.35 works just like 2.95
and didn't lose any of my settings
<Sigma-One> shweet.
<Zaren> she sounds like a real winner, nelluk
>InvisiblePinkUnicorn> yah. Winamp 5.x works much like like 2.x
in spite of what people say. generally they tried v3 and
hated it, so they say v3 sucks too
<Nelluk> yah she is a particularly crazy specimen
<Nelluk> I dont know why she even bothering going to school
<Nelluk> her standard dumb joke is that she wants an "MRS"
degree.
#macintosh on the dot.net
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We all mess up
What Saves Us?
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Postmortem
Blameless
A blamelessly written postmortem assumes that everyone involved in an incident had good intentions and did the right thing with the information they had. If a culture of finger pointing and shaming individuals or teams for doing the "wrong" thing prevails, people will not bring issues to light for fear of punishment.
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Questions
Questions -> Cat Pictures